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From the editor

T

The five homes in this issue were built between the
turn of the 20th century to just recently, and all underwent a transformation that renewed and respected the era in which they were built.
Sometimes homes, no matter the age, just need
a keen professional eye to reveal the homeowners’ personalities. Case in point, Etch Design Group
transformed a brand-new spec home to their clients’
liking and David Wilkes Builders updated a condo that
just needed an injection of Austin-cool. An unfinished
basement in a new Tuscan-inspired home is now a fun
entertainment space thanks to Blue Diamond Remodeling. And while the Victorian in Comfort that Fredericksburg Custom Homes remodeled did need a lot
of work, by salvaging all of the original materials and
designing with a nod to the period, it’s now a grand
version of its original farmhouse roots. Then there’s
the cover feature by Matt Fajkus Architecture. It had
all the good vibes of mid-century modern to begin
with, but with the architectural team’s regeneration of
the classic design, it is better than the original.
After a mild and marvelous summer, school is back
in session and another change of seasons is approaching. Whether you have kids or not, this schedule is
somehow ingrained from our own childhood days, like
seasonal rhythms. Until next time, don’t miss a beat.

Trisha Doucette
Editor
10 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

On The Cover:
Matt Fajkus Architecture started with a fabulous
mid-century modern home and built on the
timeless design. Photo by Leonid Furmansky.
Cover photo by Charles Davis Smith. Page 28
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VIKING

Take it OUTSIDE
WORK-FROM-HOME DRIVES
RESIDENTIAL OUTDOOR LIVING TRENDS
Courtesy of Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery

Over the past year, homeowners have become keenly
aware of both their indoor and outdoor living spaces. With a
large number of the population continuing to work remotely, their perspective of how their home is used has shifted
and they are investing accordingly.
In a recent survey conducted by Ferguson Bath, Kitchen &
Lighting Gallery, most consumers said their living rooms became the focal point of the home as they transitioned to work
stations. But following closely behind, upgrading their outdoor
spaces topped the list of home improvements. In response to
travel and social restrictions, homeowners are using this time
to upgrade their backyard with both relaxing and recreational
features. And this exposure to nature could very well be the
answer to our well-being.
Kate Bailey, the Senior Director of Category Management for Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery,
believes the desire to recreate an experience from a luxury
vacation reflects the changes in homeowners’ attitudes
and lifestyles who continue to work from home but need a
place to unwind. Bailey says, “I can think of several luxury
hotels around the world that offer outdoor rooms, are set
among vineyards, offer rooms with remarkable balconies
for yoga or fire features for making s’mores — homeown14 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

ers are looking to recreate that same experience.”
There are two approaches to outdoor living to consider: if
your outdoor space be passive, for you to enjoy when seen
from the indoors, or if it will be used as a space where you
can embrace a more active lifestyle.
For someone who is using the space more passively — such
as a homeowner with a home office that enjoys the beauty
of a nature scene and draws inspiration from it — they may
invest in beautiful landscaping and thoughtful outdoor lighting. Landscape lighting can creatively illuminate all types of
exterior environments. For example, it can draw attention to
favorite botanicals by creating shadows on an adjacent fence
or used as an accent light to highlight trees or the architecture of a home. Many people working from home are also
reporting additional working hours, so having a beautifully lit
outdoor space day and night for their muse is appealing.
For the homeowner that sees the outdoors as an active
extension of their home, the possibilities are plenty. Most
homeowners are looking to create a multifunctional outdoor
space that allows for relaxing, working and routine home
tasks. Popular amenities include outdoor kitchens, fireplaces,
comfortable furniture and premium lighting to create an effective, luxurious and safe outdoor environment, year-round.

AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2021
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AVALON

“We are stressing the importance of lighting in outdoor
spaces; that way, the homeowner feels like they have a space
that they can escape to any time of day,” says Bailey. Some of
the outdoor lighting designs are mirror images of the designs
in interior lighting — the main difference is their durability
and weather resistance. Finish colors are popular bronze,
black metal and silver, and styles similar to the indoors are
wall sconces and pendants in outdoor-quality products.
“Lighting is also a key element for an outdoor kitchen and
having the proper lighting allows the homeowner to cook all
meals — breakfast, lunch, dinner and the occasional midnight snack — outdoors,” says Bailey.
The grill remains the centerpiece of the outdoor kitchen
but many homeowners are looking at this as a time to consider more extravagant additions to their outdoor kitchens such
as pizza ovens, wine fridges, ice makers, sinks, faucets, side
burners, refrigerator drawers and more. “When you think
about this many customizations, homeowners can begin to
believe that a backyard oasis is out of reach. Nothing could
be further from reality. Many factors go into a homeowner’s
budget for renovation projects. The economic unknowns
related to the pandemic have not stopped homeowners from
investing in their spaces,” says Bailey.
The focus on quality remains. She sees homeowners
asking for top-end outdoor appliances that include a great
warranty to ensure long-term satisfaction with their choices.
It reduces the risks and costs associated with replacing
substandard products that don’t stand up to the outdoor
elements. “The focus on quality may influence some home-

LYNX

CAPITAL LIGHTING

owners to prioritize their wants and needs. If this involves a
trade-off such as sacrificing a warming drawer for a grill with
a great warranty, homeowners don’t flinch,” she adds.
Additionally, many homeowners are looking to create an
intimate outdoor space off their primary suite to bring the
hotel or spa experience home. Homeowners in more moderate climates were the first to adopt this trend. Of course, privacy is critical. Therefore, in addition to greenery and shade
structures, homeowners incorporate premium lighting and
thoughtfully placed fireplace and shower features.
“Since homeowners want to create a personal retreat when
building off their bedroom and bathroom suite, they want a
luxurious shower experience. Outdoor shower panels offer
body jets and hand sprays with integrated shelving and come
in various styles to complement both your home and outdoor
space. Natural materials like treated bamboo, neutral color
finishes like white and black powder and stainless steel are
popular for both looks and durability,” says Bailey.
As remote work becomes a potentially long-term set-up,
fresh air, sunshine and nature can provide a much-needed
change of scenery. Bailey adds, “Having that special retreat
where you can work while watching your kids run around
in the backyard elevates this time and allows you to change
your perspective.” u
FERGUSON BATH, KITCHEN & LIGHTING GALLERY
Austin: 512-445-5140, 512-382-2032
San Antonio: 210-344-3013
fergusonshowrooms.com

SIGNATURE HARDWARE
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MARK BURNS OF BOERNE KITCHENS
AND BATHS SHARES HIS MOST
REQUESTED BATH FEATURES.
While many homeowners are inspired or influenced by
what is current, it boils down to what their personal preferences are. Mark Burns has been remodeling homes for 20
years and has watched trends come and go. So, we asked him
what his clients have been asking for.
WHAT HAS BEEN A COMMON REQUEST?

We are often requested to make showers more accessible.
The idea of an “open shower” has great appeal. Open showers
will not get as hot as a shower with a door as the steam goes
out the entry rather than building up in the shower. For accessibility without doors, the size needs to be about 4 x 8 feet to
keep the water in the shower. Although this may not be ADA
compliant, it is dictated by the space available in the bathroom.
WHAT DESIGN ELEMENTS ARE RISING
ABOVE THE REST?

Color requests have trended to a gray palette; brushed gold
plumbing fixtures and accessories are preferred; tile floors
have seen a marked increase in wood-look tile — sizes up to 7
x 30-inch format are common; Carrara-look porcelain tiles in
large formats for bathrooms — we have installed 24 x 48 inch
and have seen even larger formats. With minimal grout lines,
the room has an almost seamless look.
TELL US ABOUT THE BIG BATH.

This home was designed with entrances into the master bath from the bedroom and from the pool. The owners

decided to gut the brown travertine bath and update it with
a cool palette of grays and Carrara marble. New storage was
designed, cabinetry was upgraded and space was created for
exercise equipment. A beverage center was created from a
small coffee bar with the inclusion of a microwave drawer
and beverage refrigerator — this also serves as easy access
from the pool. The bathroom features three chandeliers,
fans for directional air flow, a heated fog-free shaving mirror in the shower, a Victoria + Albert® soaking tub and Toto
commode with an automated bidet seat. The trim work at
the entrance from the bedroom was custom and designed by
Boerne Kitchens and Baths.
WHAT’S THE LATEST ON PANDEMIC-RELATED
MATERIAL SHORTAGES AND PRICE INCREASES?

In recent weeks, we have seen wholesale lumber prices begin to come down. Regular trade between Canada and Eastern
Europe has reopened and lumber is becoming more readily
available. Most of the recent delays have come from plumbing
fixtures, with high-end fixtures with custom finishes having
the greatest lead times. There has also been a marked increase
in the lead time for accessories, towel bars, hooks and such
as production was diverted from accessories to fixtures. In
addition, high end appliances, especially in custom colors, have
extended lead times from 30 days to up to six months. u
BOERNE KITCHENS AND BATHS
830-446-1506 | boernekitchensandbaths.com
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Elegant and
ENDURING

JANA VALDEZ OF HAVEN DESIGN
& CONSTRUCTION SEES A
COMBINATION OF BOLD ELEMENTS
WITH CLASSIC DESIGN,
NOW AND IN THE FUTURE.
“Anything with clean lines and a timeless quality are appealing to those who seek longevity in their designs,” says
Jana Valdez whose clients are craving something unique and
refined. Here are some of the top trends she sees impacting
home design.

that emerald and deeper green shades are going to make a
huge impact over the next few years. Really, any colors that
are prominently found in nature can be considered a neutral.
WHAT ABOUT MATERIALS?

We receive the most requests for transitional design, but
lately we have received more for mid-century modern and just
modern, in general. I am very proud of our team for the ability
to create a wide variety of looks based on our clients’ lifestyles.

Light woods, whether it’s hardwood flooring, ceiling beams
or cabinetry; handmade tiles and textural materials; matte
black metals; wallpapers in bold patterns with added texture
or the ability to wipe clean for powder baths, accent walls
and even ceilings; statement lighting — we are known for
specifying fabulous lighting fixtures for any space. It’s a great
way to add a modern touch to an otherwise traditional space.

WHAT COLORS ARE IN THE LEAD?

LET’S BREAK IT DOWN BY ROOMS.

Neutral colors are here to stay — but it doesn’t have to
mean boring! Black and navy are neutral and create amazing
contrasts when paired with white. Lighter grays are still being
incorporated, but charcoal gray is rising in popularity. I think

In kitchens, we are seeing bold cabinet colors, such as black
and navy paired with white cabinets. We just completed a
remodel with an emerald green hood and kitchen island that
is dynamite. Bathrooms are also seeing pops of color, like an
accent tile wall with bold color, but the classic
marble look is still king for baths. Quartz countertops are here to stay for all areas. In living rooms,
we are seeing more woven textures, such as rattan lighting, wood floors and textural fireplaces.
Clients still love ceiling beams and architectural
features that add character. Private home offices
with functional built-ins for office spaces, such as
pullouts for printers and file drawers in cabinetry, are very popular now. Overall, there is an
increase in clients requesting a “refresh” for their
entire home: replacing carpet with light hardwoods, replacing beige wall paint with more airy
shades of white, and updating lighting fixtures to
more modern and streamlined silhouettes. u

WHAT DESIGN STYLES DO
YOUR CLIENTS LEAN TOWARDS?

HAVEN DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
210-996-9494
havendesignandconstruction.com
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VirtualART

IMMERSIVE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS AND PROJECTED
ILLUMINATION INTRODUCE A NEW LEVEL OF ART APPRECIATION.
by Claudia Alarcón

BEYOND VAN GOGH: THE IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE

Immersive art may be defined as creating the illusion of
being a part of, and inside of, the surrounding artwork. Viewers become participants, experiencing the art in their own
personal way. While the concept of participatory artworks is
not new, technological advances are making it more accessible,
and today, virtual art experiences are popping up everywhere.
One of the most popular highlights the work of Vincent Van
Gogh and, in fact, there are multiple companies staging virtual
experiences focusing on the Dutch artist. Through most of the
summer, Beyond Van Gogh wowed Austin audiences with the
20 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

exhaustive work of Mathieu St-Arnaud, Creative Director from
Montreal’s world-renowned Normal Studio.
“It’s not unusual for an artist to have many exhibitions
dedicated to his work, especially someone as widely known
and loved as Van Gogh,” says St-Arnaud. “The number of
retrospectives centered on his life and body of work in the
last century is astounding. The difference between them lies
within the conservatorial vision and choices made by the creative team. In this case, the focus was really to go beyond the
myth of the mad genius that surrounds Van Gogh’s work.”

AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2021

IMMERSIVE VAN GOGH,
BY CHESHIRE ISAACS

BEYOND VAN GOGH:
THE IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE

St-Arnaud explains that people tend to know or remember mainly the dark aspect of Van Gogh’s life — the struggling artist, extreme poverty, cutting-ear incident, etc. And
although all of this is true, you’ll never see any of it in his
work. “Quite the contrary: his work was filled with color,
light, movement and life. He has such a craving for beauty
and wanted nothing more than to share that with the world.
The idea with Beyond Van Gogh is therefore to go beyond
the myth of the tortured artist to really experience the work
itself in all its awe-inspiring beauty,” he says.
A project of this magnitude requires lots of thinking and
open discussion between the creative team, followed by intensive research, mood boards and sketches to flesh it out.

BEYOND VAN GOGH:
THE IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE

“As we move into design then into production, we refine our
creative approach into scenes or tableau filled with little details that tells the story we imagined for the audience,” says
St-Arnaud. Finally, there is the integration phase where
everything is put together, and it all comes to life. “This last
phase can be quite intense yet satisfying; we want to make
it as perfect as possible and time is of the essence, but when
we welcome our first guest on opening day, it’s the most
thrilling feeling ever.” It took a team of 3 to 18 people working full time around six months from conceptualization to
opening night.
A similar exhibit in San Antonio, Immersive Van Gogh, will
run mid-November through early February.

SISTINE CHAPEL, COURTESY OF
SEE ATTRACTIONS & BRIDGEMAN IMAGES

SISTINE CHAPEL, COURTESY OF
SEE ATTRACTIONS & BRIDGEMAN IMAGES
AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2021

Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel, the internationally acclaimed touring exhibition from SEE Global
Entertainment, showcases one of mankind’s greatest
artistic achievements, allowing visitors to experience the masterpiece from an up-close, life-sized and
never-before-seen perspective. The exhibit focuses on
the artwork from the ceiling and the Last Judgment,
using licensed high-definition photos from worldrenowned photographer Erich Lessing brought to life
through a special printing technique that emulates
the look and feel of the artist’s 34 frescoes.
After nearly five centuries, the paintings had
been covered in a thick layer of dust and soot. In the
1980s and 90s, a comprehensive restoration work
was carried out to restore them to their original
brilliance. The exhibition illustrates the restoration,
allowing visitors to view the paintings from only
four meters instead of the 20 at the Sistine Chapel,
revealing every detail.
Since the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel is curved,
these reproductions are as close to the original size
as possible; however, some of the bordering elements such as the Ignudi angels and other framing
devices were not included. It was necessary to crop
some of the images to fit them into the display, and
in some cases, color enhancement was necessary to
match the images for consistency.
|
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THE SAGA

THE SAGA

THE SAGA

In San Antonio, San Fernando Cathedral in Main Plaza,
the oldest cathedral in the United States with continuous use
since 1731, is used as a canvas to project The Saga — a video
art projection that depicts the historical discovery, settlement
and development of the city. Designed by artist Xavier de
Richemont, the project was inspired by two of his installations
in Mexico — one in San Luis Potosi and another in Merida. The
Saga 24-minute projection covers 7,000 square feet of light,
color and visual narration projected onto the façade of San
Fernando Cathedral. Since its first showing in June of 2014, as
part of a revitalization effort of Main Plaza, the free show can
be seen three times nightly, four nights a week.

Other virtual experiences can help reconstruct lost history, as is the case with San Antonio’s Restored by Light.
Of the five San Antonio missions designated a UNESCO
World Heritage Site, Mission Concepcion and Mission
San Jose were likely adorned with colored frescoes in
geometric patterns, but these faded away with time as the
missions were secularized and no longer maintained. As
part of the 6th Annual World Heritage Festival, the City of
San Antonio Office of Historic Preservation has partnered
with the National Park Service to temporarily restore the
intricate and vivid ornamentation that was once visible on
the mission façades.
On September 10, the façade of Mission San Jose will be
restored to its original frescoed appearance using projection
technology illumination. The first Restored by Light event was
held in 2015 at Mission Concepcion, where there is the most
remaining evidence of the frescoes. At this year’s event, the
community is invited to celebrate our local heritage with
food, music and fun. Bring a picnic or enjoy snacks from food
22 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

THE SAGA

truck vendors available on site. While artistic representations
give us a glimpse of the original appearance of Mission San
Jose, nothing compares to the experience of viewing it in
person and at full scale.
St-Arnaud and his team are currently working on a new
experience inspired by the father of Impressionism, Claude
Monet. “As with Vincent, it has been an amazing journey
of discovery so far,” he says. “As most people, I had some
knowledge about Monet and diving into his world has shattered my impression of him (pun intended!). We discovered
a man driven by passion and conviction, in search of light
wherever it was. With this new and unique experience, we
hope audiences will rediscover Monet, his immense body of
work and the passionate artist, and truly immerse themselves in this quest for the ephemeral and the magical effects
of the atmosphere. In Monet’s vision lies an incandescent
world without a shore, a world of fleeting and effervescent
reflections that is truly mesmerizing and inspiring.” u
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THE HOUSE
AND THE LAND

SANTA FE MODERN: CONTEMPORARY DESIGN IN THE HIGH DESERT
AND ITS TWO COMPANION BOOKS EXAMINE CONTEMPORARY
ARCHITECTURE IN SOME OF THE MOST EXTREME, ISOLATED AND
DIVERSE LANDSCAPES OF TEXAS AND NEW MEXICO.
Courtesy of Monacelli Press and the authors
Curated by author Helen Thompson and photographer
Casey Dunn, Santa Fe Modern joins their other two books:
Marfa Modern: Artistic Interiors of the West Texas High Desert
and Texas Made/Texas Modern, in a series of beautifully executed photo-essay books. Choosing Santa Fe for its dramatic
mountain landscape, endless views, clear light, adobe architecture and vibrant history, the collection of twenty homes
are architecturally indigenous to the desert landscape, with
a pueblo vernacular that is combined with steel, glass and
modernist principals. Featured architects include Lake|Flato,
Lawrence Speck, Specht Architects, Studio DuBois, Trey
Jordan and Ralph Ridgeway.
The homes in the book are introduced with text presenting

24 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

the project, highlighting Thompson’s unique ability to capture
the way the owners live in their homes and how the homes
themselves function as settings for contemporary art. In-depth
captions describe the architectural details, materials and
design, and original photography by Dunn includes stunning
exterior and interior shots as well as atmospheric black-andwhite images of the New Mexican landscape. Its publication
date is October 26, 2021 by Monacelli Press.
Marfa Modern examines another mecca for artists and
creatives set in a high-desert landscape. The first book from
Thompson and Dunn includes twenty-one homes adapted
from buildings such as a Texaco service station, a jail and
industrial warehouses, and outfitted in response to available
natural resources and found and
salvaged materials.
Their second book, Texas Made/
Texas Modern, introduces architects and interior designers who
work throughout the diverse and
sprawling landscapes of the region. Nineteen houses across the
state — from major urban centers
like Dallas and Austin to the suburbs and rural areas — use thick

AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2021

walls, metal roofs, courtyards, patios, dog trots, trellises or
arbors to connect site and place.
In all three books, Thompson and Dunn reveal their deep
intuitive understanding of the place-centric styles of each area,
landscape, climate and culture, and the influence they have on
architecture. As close friends and colleagues, they both appreciate the powerful connection of words and pictures. The writerphotographer duo has been collaborating on projects for years,
with homes showcased in local and national publications. “Yes,
our names have been connected many times in the past and the
reason is that Casey’s mother and I grew up together on the
same street in Austin. Little did I know that her son would become a photographer whose special area of interest and expertise would be architecture, the same field in which I had made
my career before he ever took up a camera,” says Thompson.
The idea to combine and contrast architecture and landscapes was born over time. Dunn says, “We had long talked
about doing a book together and one day we were talking
and asked each other — ‘Well, where do we both like to go
and what would be fun to shoot?’ and the answer was Marfa.
That’s how that got started.”

And it began a chain reaction. “We always thought of the
three books as companions to each other,” says Thompson.
“And yes, I’ll bet you can expect more from us……” u

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Helen Thompson is a nationally known writer on interior
design and architecture. Formerly a food writer and editor for
Texas Monthly, she was the Texas city editor for Metropolitan
Home and has written and produced articles for Elle Decor,
Architectural Digest, House Beautiful, Martha Stewart Living,
Dwell, Traditional Home and Veranda. She lives in Santa Fe.
INSTAGRAM: @helenthompsoninhouse
Casey Dunn is an Austin-based interiors, architectural and
landscape photographer whose work has appeared in Dwell,
the New York Times Magazine, Interior Design, Architectural
Digest, Architectural Record and Paper City Magazine.
INSTAGRAM: @caseycdunn
MONACELLIPRESS.COM
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Stephanie Villavicencio

Texas Registered Interior Designer

512.443.3200
www.bellavillads.com
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character and personality in
one’s home with fine art.

ORIGINAL FINE ART
by Texas Artists

Custom Framing
Workshops
Classical Sound Concert Series
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512.551.9774
www.tagroundrock.com
30 minutes north of downtown Austin
at 1706 N. Mays in Round Rock
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CHARLES DAVIS SMITH
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GRAND

OPENING
MATT FAJKUS ARCHITECTURE
RENOVATES A MID-CENTURY
MODERN HOME SO PERFECTLY
THAT THE ORIGINAL
ARCHITECTURE AND THE NEW
DESIGNS ARE SEAMLESS.

By Lauren Jones |
Photography by Charles Davis Smith,
Leonid Furmansky and Twist Tours
AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2021
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CHARLES DAVIS SMITH
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A

TWIST TOURS

A MODEST MID-CENTURY MODERN HOME IN
Austin’s Brentwood neighborhood has been carefully restored
and expanded by Matt Fajkus Architecture. The tree-lined
community, just north of the University of Texas at Austin
campus, was developed post-World War II with compact bungalows, many of which were purchased by returning GIs.
“A lot of the existing houses in the neighborhood are
historic,” says architect Matt Fajkus. Many of the homes are
relatively small with carports, but as the trees have grown, the
area has become nicer over time. “It’s going to become even
more prime real estate,” he adds due to its central location.
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Homeowner Ron Rendon, who has an appreciation for
mid-century architecture, relics and overall style, purchased
the single-story home a decade ago, and hired Fajkus and his
colleague, Sarah Johnson, in 2015 to preserve and add-on to
his beloved home. While he loved its character, he realized it
was time for an update.
The existing house was a two-bedroom with carport,
featuring highly compact storage, no walk-in closet for the
owner’s suite and claustrophobic ceiling heights. While the
completed home, which was finished in time for the AIA
Austin Homes Tour in 2018, is a mere 1,567 square feet,
the architects have added a proper master suite with a dual
vanity and bathtub, plus an office and generous patio with an
outdoor shower.
“We always try to renovate in a way that is true to what
was there,” Fajkus says. Modernism first arose in Europe
100 years ago and is characterized by stark, boxy homes
with steel and glass, while mid-century modernism, a design
movement inspired by it and led by those such as Charles
Eames, Frank Lloyd Wright and Florence Knoll, leans on
more natural materials, such as stone and wood, and includes low-slung roof lines and bold color.
To “give more breathing room” to the home, the original
roofline was raised over the kitchen, dining and living areas,
creating clerestory windows that give way to the canopy outside and are a favorite feature of the homeowner. The kitchen
is now open to other living spaces and flanked on either side
by floor-to-ceiling windows. Throughout the home, small
windows were replaced in the same fashion, and three narrow, vertical windows in the living room filter in light while
creating an interesting exterior feature. Using materials
that transition from the exterior to the interior, tongue-andgroove interior paneling extends to the patio and limestone
walls are exposed in the living area.
AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2021
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The open concept living room, dining room and kitchen was
kept minimal and accentuated with calming blue accessories,
while the adjacent bookshelves hold collections in a riot of colors. Polished concrete and minimalist painted gray millwork
act as a background for the cast cement tile backsplash in the
kitchen. This same tile is repeated as a privacy screen on the
patio and on the outdoor shower. “We wanted something that
would pop and by using the same tile on the patio area, it blurs
the lines from the inside to the outside,” Fajkus says.
The trapezoid site, which includes a five-foot setback and
10-foot easement, left the architects with an odd triangle off
the master suite. The solution? Sliding glass doors open to a
private courtyard with an outdoor shower that is hidden from
view due to the sloping roofline.
Another favorite element is the bookshelf, which was
34 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

Rendon’s idea to include in the home. “I can look over and
see the history of the things I’ve curated over the years,” he
says. “It’s my personality up there.” Rendon has collected
hundreds of items, including more than 50 vintage Air India
statuettes. “I got obsessed,” he said. He even has the hard-tofind three-and-a-half-foot version. “I’m only missing one more
piece and it’s made from Swarovski crystal.” Due to the large
number of statuettes, Rendon has peppered them throughout
the whole home. “They’re everywhere you look in the little
corners through each interior room,” he adds. Rendon also
has many books, including fiction, non-fiction, and rare design and architecture books that are placed on the bookshelf
alongside photos of his friends and family.
While Rendon’s collection is impressive, his crown jewels
are his signed Bobby Kennedy campaign poster that he found
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on Ebay, plus an heirloom painting that once hung in his
parent’s home in the early 1970s in New Mexico. “My mom
passed away last year, so when I got that it was amazing but
also heartbreaking,” he recalls. The piece was damaged during the Austin snowstorm in February 2021, but luckily, he
was able to restore it fully.
Overall, the home is a modern expression of mid-century
design, perfectly capturing Rendon’s spirit, his love for his
collection and featuring high-end architecture and interiors
work. “It was so great to have Matt and Sarah on my team
and I’m also grateful to have worked with designer Joel Mozersky, who consulted on the project,” says Rendon. u

LEONID FURMANSKY
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MATT FAJKUS ARCHITECTURE
512-432-5137 | mfarchitecture.com
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WE SPECIALIZE IN EXOTIC STONE
AND EXTREMELY SATISFIED
BUILDERS AND HOMEOWNERS.
512.698.1380
toorcountertops.com

DESIGNING FOR
COMFORT
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FOR THE WHEELER FAMILY, HOME RENOVATIONS ARE MORE THAN
JUST A JOB. THIS TEAM DESIGNS WITH ARCHITECTURAL INTEGRITY,
FAMILY CONNECTIONS AND COMFORT IN MIND.
By Drew Henry | Interior photography by Robin King Photography
Exterior photography by Christian de Massis
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Even though the home was reconfigured for more modern living, the original
floors, beadboard and woodwork were all preserved and reinstalled.

S

SUE AND MARK WHEELER ARE THE OWNERS OF
Fredericksburg Custom Homes, a design and home renovation studio based in Fredericksburg, Texas. They focus on
renovations rooted in personal connections and interior design that embraces cozy comforts. Their latest project is the
renovation of a Victorian farmhouse in Comfort, Texas, but
this husband-and-wife team didn’t initially set out to make a
name for themselves in the home design world. You may be
familiar with Sue Wheeler’s early work — Holly Pond Hill
greeting cards — and even purchased one of her designs.
“I actually used to illustrate greeting cards for Hallmark,”
says Sue. “After Mark and I had our first baby in 1983, I
wanted to work from home. I saw this ad in the newspaper
for a card illustrator, and things kind of took off from there.”
While Sue worked on licensing deals for her illustrations,
Mark became interested in the real estate business.
“I was working in the banking industry in Houston, and in the
early 90s, we decided to move to Fredericksburg,” Mark continues. “That’s when I built our first home and got really involved
with construction. I eventually started doing it for clients.”
In the early 2000s, the recession and internet age encroached on Sue’s illustration career, and she began helping
Mark with the interior design side of the renovation business.
“Interior design was really my passion all along,” explains
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The barn-inspired garage and the stone cottage fashioned after Sunday
Houses were both designed by Travis Wheeler and based on historic German
structures found throughout the Texas Hill Country. These new structures are
separated from the main house by a courtyard also designed by Travis.
The original tank house, which would have held a large water tank powered
by a windmill, was nicknamed Little Amsterdam by homeowner Margo and
refurbished as her personal office.
Juan’s office is located in the main house attic, accessed by a new outside staircase. It houses his extensive library and memorabilia collections, and includes
a living area and bathroom.
42 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

Sue. “We were thrilled to be working together as a team.”
The couple built Fredericksburg Custom Homes on word
of mouth alone, and now they specialize in historic-inspired
new builds and renovations in the Fredericksburg area. Their
sons Travis and Kevin have even joined the family business.
Travis designs floor plans and 3D project renderings for
clients while Kevin executes them with expert carpentry.
“We all have a similar style, so working together as a family
is really easy,” says Sue.
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For the Wheelers, the home renovation business is a personal one. Sue says, “My favorite part of designing for clients
is the memories and connections we make with families, like
Margo and Juan from our most recent project in Comfort.”
Sue and Mark met Margo and Juan when the Austin
couple toured a home the Wheelers renovated in the Texas
Hill Country. While that deal didn’t go through with the sellers, Margo knew she found the team that could make her Hill
Country dream a reality.
“We worked with Margo and Juan from the very start,”
says Sue. “Margo and I quickly became like sisters and had
a blast sourcing antiques and collaborating on the home together.” Now, the duo meets up to enjoy the beautiful spaces

Sue created. “I gained a best friend during this renovation
project,” adds Margo.
Sue explains that the client relationship is everything when
it comes to a successful project. “Margo was so trusting of our
vision, which made it a great design partnership. That’s how
you end up with a good result — trust and collaboration.”
Margo and Juan purchased the 1904 Victorian farmhouse
just off Main Street in downtown Comfort. The property
included the original home and tank house on an overgrown
lot, which required a complete overhaul to meet the couple’s
vision for a relaxing Hill Country retreat.
“We took the house down to the studs and Travis redid
the entire layout, rearranging the rooms for better flow and
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An apartment over the garage, along with the stone cottage, provides more
space for guests, and both regularly welcome visiting family and friends.

creating a modern open-concept plan with large closets, bathrooms and a gourmet kitchen,” explains Mark.
While updating the home for a modern lifestyle, the
Wheelers honored the structure’s integrity, preserving original architectural elements. “It’s like the original but better,”
states Mark.
The team stripped 100 years’ worth of paint off the exterior and reinsulated the home while preserving existing
woodwork. Mark brought in local craftsmen to refinish key
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elements: Dave Whittaker refinished the original hardwood
floors, Facets supplied period fixtures, tile was sourced from
The Tile Shop and Guido Materials matched original windows and doors. The Wheelers also added a German-inspired
guest house, a garage and carriage house apartment, and a
screened-in back porch to the property centered around a
manicured courtyard. Perfectly integrated into the design,
these new builds all look like original features.
“Mark is about the structure, and I’m all about the visual
details,” explains Sue. When it comes to designing interiors,
Sue likes to start from the ground up. “Since we stripped the
house down to the studs, we got to start from scratch. I love
to ground the design of a room with a rug and then build
on with fabrics, furnishings and accessories.” The home is
outfitted with beautiful textiles from Calico Corners, window
dressings from Smith and Noble and rugs from Rug Studio.
“Margo and I have the same taste, which made shopping for this project really fun!” exclaims Sue. The home is
furnished with a vast collection of antiques sourced from the
Round Top Antique Fair, Vogt Auction House and Cottage
Antiques. Margo added her own personal touch to every
room with chandeliers she collected on trips to Paris. Sue
took the responsibility of curating the collections and turning
the vast selection of items into a cohesive and welcoming
design scheme. “Sue is exceptional at curating a space with
treasures while also knowing how to carefully edit to create
something balanced and beautiful,” adds Mark.
Margo and Juan love the finished renovation. “I couldn’t
have picked a better house or a better team to bring it to life,”
says Margo. “I pinch myself every day because I am truly
blessed to call this place home.”
The renovated gourmet kitchen is the crowning jewel of
the Comfort home. While the kitchen was taken to the studs
and upgraded with custom cabinetry by CSI and chef-grade
appliances — most sourced from C & D Appliance in Fredericksburg, the Wheelers preserved the original beadboard
and trim that the homeowners loved and used these details
as the design inspiration. The butler’s pantry is framed with
antique glass doors and features custom built-ins surrounding an antique sideboard. “The butler’s pantry is my favorite
space in the entire home,” says Sue. “It’s just so special.”
While Sue was able to pick a favorite room, Margo cannot
settle on just one. “Each room is like a jewelry box that invites you in with Sue’s welcoming designs. I love every space
and the unique experience each room delivers,” says Margo.
It is clear to see that every corner of this home renovation
is designed for Comfort.
See this beautiful home for yourself at the Comfort Home
Tour on October 9, 2021. u
FREDERICKSBURG CUSTOM HOMES
830-998-3733 | fbgcustomhomes.com
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ICONICALLY

A U STIN
A HIGH-RISE UNIT AT THE AUSTONIAN
LIVES MUCH LARGER WHILE RETAINING
THE SAME FOOTPRINT, AND INCLUDES
A NOD TO A CLASSIC AUSTIN PASTIME.

By Lauren Jones | Photography by Thomas McConnell
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HOMEOWNER BARB FITZPATRICK ALREADY HAD A
unit at downtown’s The Austonian — the second-tallest
residential building in the city — but was looking for a larger
floor plan, one where she and her husband could live more
comfortably and make it their own. Living at The Austonian
has granted the semi-retired couple access to shopping,
restaurants and more. “The Austonian is such a wonderful
place, and they help you with anything you need,” she says.
While the pair mainly reside in Beverly Hills, Michigan,
and still have a business there, they worked with local
builder David Wilkes and Michigan-based architect Robert
McCalpin of Robert McCalpin Architects to complete the
transformation. “Rob is actually a fraternity brother of my
husband’s,” Fitzpatrick adds.
Fitzpatrick was quickly connected with David Wilkes
Builders — a preferred builder at The Austonian — to refresh
their three-bedroom, two-and-a-half-bathroom condo. The
brief? Add a third bathroom (this would create two guest
rooms with en-suites), reconfigure the laundry room and
48 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |
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build a his-and-her office. “Every room was touched in some
way,” says Fitzpatrick.
Creating another bathroom, especially in a high-rise, was an
initial challenge, but one which the team leaned on a creative
solution to accomplish. “The plumbing is located on the floor,
so is in the ceiling of the floor below,” says project manager
Christian Bingham of David Wilkes Builders. “We worked with
the architect to place a wall-mounted toilet and we raised the
shower to drain into the accessible plumbing stack.”
The home, which is a similar size to units Bingham had previously worked on (David Wilkes Builders has worked on units
both smaller and larger within the building, he notes), started
with all new flooring in a pre-finished wide oak plank, new textured kitchen cabinetry with fronts from the same manufacturer found in the original kitchen, and he also redid parts of

the master bathroom. As the unit was original (completed circa
2009), the finishes were dated, the clients yearned for a better
paint scene and they also asked for a built-in office, something
McCalpin and Bingham completed by utilizing an oddly placed
living room-facing closet. With views toward both the east and
west, the couple can enjoy picturesque scenes down Congress
Avenue all the way to the Capitol.
In the kitchen, Bingham kept the layout intact, which was
luckily both spacious and functional, but added a coffee center and worked alongside McCalpin who made the finish-out
selections. The new bar has a custom wood countertop and
grey herringbone Ann Sacks tile, plus there is a new refrigerator and fresh cabinetry fronts with a subtle wave texture
and dropped light bar, which is one of Fitzpatrick’s favorite
unique features of the home. “We spoke with the architect
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through phone and emails and sent photos,” Bingham recalls.
“He made a few trips down with the clients during construction to check the progress.”
The open concept living and dining room features a custom
wall panel, which was a perfect fit for the credenza that
lies below, along with new lighting. But perhaps the most
striking addition is a floor-to-ceiling mural of the nightly bat
emergence from Congress Avenue Bridge. Local artist and
photographer Sandy Carson enlarged and installed the piece.
Positioned between windows that span the entire space, the
backdrop of downtown complements the iconic scene. “The
print is almost like wallpaper,” Fitzpatrick says.
The master bathroom received a larger closet and downsized shower, something that is not often a request during
builds. “The master bath had a huge shower that was odd to
look at,” says the homeowner. “My husband suggested that
we put a spot in there where you could change.” By moving
52 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

the shower head and placing slatted teak planks, the shower
now includes a splash-free dressing room.
The office, which is one of the most notable changes to the
home, was once a large walk-in closet separated from the
bedroom. It may have acted as secondary clothing storage,
but its placement did not make any sense within the layout.
“We went for French doors, a wrap-around desk on three
sides, a cork board with fabric walls, filing cabinets, which
rest underneath the desktop and a built-in walnut shelving
unit,” Bingham says.
Now, the Fitzpatricks can spend time in their newly customized second home, enjoying Austin’s vibe and the luxurious
amenities of The Austonian. “The home turned out perfectly,”
Fitzpatrick says. “I don’t know how we got so lucky.” u
DAVID WILKES BUILDERS
512-328-9888 | davidwilkesbuilders.com
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THE

FINISHING
TOUCHES

ETCH DESIGN GROUP TURNS A SPEC HOME INTO
A CUSTOM HOME WITH MINOR UPDATES AND MAJOR STYLE.

By Claudia Alarcon | Photography by Cate Black Photography
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BUYING A NEWLY BUILT HOME IS
exciting, but a common complaint among
homebuyers is the lack of personalization. Many homeowners desire to make
their space more unique, but they may
not be willing to dish out more money
on customization or undergo a lengthy
remodeling process. So, how can they
achieve a personalized design without
major renovations?
Etch Design Group recently took the
blank canvas of a spec home and turned it
into a dream family abode through simple
materials and finish details, achieving an updated and personal design without the major expenses of changing cabinetry and flooring. “When you move into a new home, no matter how perfect it may be, the first thing you are itching to
do is put your own stamp on it,” says Etch’s Jessica Nelson.
“When the owners of this beautiful new-build modern home
stepped through the door, they instantly wanted to transform
it into something that felt more like them.” And with the help
of Etch Design Group, they took this (albeit stunning) shell

and transformed it into a modern Spanish-style home.
When her client purchased the home, it felt like it was
missing the finishing touches, says Nelson. “We focused on
updates that didn’t require a lot of reworking, but added the
character and charm that were lacking.” Etch provided all the
furniture and changed lighting, cabinet hardware, some tile
and added wallpaper in private areas.
In the kitchen and dining room, Etch updated with new
brass hardware and decorative lighting, as well as new
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counter stools and furniture to create the look of a modern
yet rustic country kitchen. “A challenge we ran across was
the existing cabinet hardware sizing, as it was very odd spacing and took a lot of digging to find a brass pull that would
work without having to re-paint the cabinets and drill new
holes. Eventually, we found one, but it wasn’t without a lot of
searching,” says Nelson.
The high beamed ceilings are reminiscent of a rural Spanish farmhouse, but the dark stain gives it a contemporary
edge and is the perfect contrast for the white cabinetry and
marble countertops. “The kitchen island and matching wall
cabinets bring those lovely wooden tones of the ceiling down
to eye level, warming up the space and giving the kitchen
more of a country feel,” says Nelson.
A set of striking, oversized pendant lights are the perfect balance between modern and traditional, a theme that’s reflected
throughout the whole house. A runner with lovely muted hues
adds just the right amount of color to this otherwise neutral
space, breaking up and softening the expansive stone flooring.
“From this angle, you can see how the kitchen opens out into a
dining nook, with large windows flooding the room with light
and providing stunning views,” Nelson adds.
The rustic furniture in the dining room mirrors the kitchen
cabinetry, and the pendant light which matches the pair
above the island bridges the two rooms. The main living area
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that leads from the kitchen has a more modern feel, with
a cool-toned color scheme, low-slung furniture and lots of
clean lines. Yet, the slight rustic feel is maintained with the
wooden beams and huge open fireplace. The dark wood from
the kitchen can be found in the living room too, with simple
floating shelves and a built-in cabinet that’s perfect for keeping the space clutter-free.
“In the powder room, we added a fun Cole and Son’s Piccadilly black and white wallpaper that looks almost like tile,
a new oversized brass mirror and all new brass bath accessories,” says Nelson. “Despite not being a huge space, the
dark wall and the busy pattern, plus the large mirror, really
expand the room.”
Color comes into play on the second floor with hints of
pinks and blues throughout. “In the bedrooms, we had a lot
of fun with wallpaper, lighting and custom-made draperies,
especially in the kids’ rooms,” says Nelson. “We added fun and
whimsical elements and finished each room with new furniture which completed the look and feel we set out to achieve.”
For instance, the girl’s room features a delicate floral
wallpaper, a matching pink rug and an adorable double bunk
bed. The nursery has a lovely soothing feel (“exactly what
you want for a baby’s bedroom,” says Nelson) with cool tones
of gray, soft pinks and blues. A floor-to-ceiling curtain runs
along the large window, so nap times can go uninterrupted.
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Pinks and blues continue into both guest bedrooms. One has
printed curtains with vivid and modern colors, but the floral
pattern is the perfect nod to a more traditional style. The
second guest room has a more minimalist feel, but the iron
bedstead brings a touch of country charm.
The master bedroom features a large, pink-toned area
rug with hints of deep blue, which reflect in the sheets and
throw pillows. “It’s just the right amount of color for the
room to feel fun and fresh, but without interfering with the
modern farmhouse aesthetic,” says Nelson. A cozy seating

nook tones down the brighter colors with dark brown leather
armchairs and grey pouf.
The homeowners now have a home that reflects their
personal style and it proves that customizing a new home
without the hassle and expense of a complete remodel takes
expertise and a keen eye for design, but it is certainly possible with the right design company. u
ETCH DESIGN GROUP
512-568-3224 | etchinteriordesign.com
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Setting the Baseline for

BASEMENT
REMODELS

THE BLUE DIAMOND REMODELING TEAM TURNS A BORING BASEMENT
INTO A RUSTIC REC ROOM RETREAT — BRINGING PLENTY OF STYLE,
FUN AND NATURAL LIGHT TO THIS AUSTIN FAMILY’S HOME.

By Drew Henry

Photography byf Avery Nicole Photography
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A bright basement sounds like an oxymoron, but that is
precisely the project brief met by Maxwell Rucker, Owner
and President of Blue Diamond Remodeling. While requests for bright basements filled with natural light aren’t
exactly common, Rucker is no stranger to the remodeling game. Growing up around construction his entire life,
Rucker began working for the family business in 2010,
and in 2017 he purchased the Blue Diamond Remodeling
company from his parents. Since then, he has grown the

business and placed first in the 2018 and 2019 Best of the
Best by Austin American Statesman Choice Awards in the
home contractor category.
Rucker knew he was up for the challenge when asked to
transform a boring basement into a relaxing retreat. “We
took an unfinished basement and converted it into fully
functioning living quarters, complete with two guest bedrooms, a guest bathroom, a kitchenette, a recreation and
dining space, a cinema room and a relaxing outdoor patio,”
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explains Rucker. The interior space opens onto the patio
through two massive arched doorways that flood the main
living area with sunshine.
The Austin family’s home was initially built with an unfinished walk-out basement that had the potential to be turned
into anything. When the Blue Diamond team met the family,
the space featured two roll-up garage doors, dull concrete
flooring, bare studs and not much else. “The original basement was built with the idea that it could be converted into a
living space in the future. That’s where we came in,” states
Rucker. The project required all new plumbing, electrical, HVAC, insulation, sheetrock and finishing materials
like flooring, trim and paint. “It was a complete build-out,”
Rucker adds.
Unlike traditional contractors, the Blue Diamond team
has four divisions, allowing them to keep most of the work
in-house. The remodeling, electrical/mechanical/plumbing,
millwork and stone departments collaborated on this project
to deliver high-quality work on an efficient timeline that met
the homeowners’ needs.
“Everyone really came together for this project,” explains Rucker. “Our interior designer, the homeowners, the
contractors and I all played a collaborative and active role
in refining the design, choosing the materials and making
suggestions for the remodel. It was cool to see it all come
together in the end. The culmination of everyone’s hard
work paid off.”
For this project, one of the biggest challenges was bringing
character to a space that was pretty much a blank canvas.
“The homeowner had an idea of what they wanted for the
basement,” explains Rucker. “They wanted it to feel bright
and modern but also tie into some of the rustic and Tuscaninspired elements present throughout the rest of their
home.” The project designer landed on a Rustic Transitional
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design style, executed with wood details and seamless
indoor-outdoor connections for a bright and airy feel.
“The existing space had this patio with a beautiful tongue
and groove pine ceiling and two structural openings for rollup garage doors,” says Rucker. “We saw the potential to turn
these elements into stunning focal points.” Custom millwork
quickly became a key feature of the remodel.
The team continued the pine ceiling from the exterior
overhang into the main basement living area. They also replaced the garage doors with two oversized arched doorways
that open onto the patio. Both archways are trimmed with a
single piece of stained Knotty Alder molded to the doorframe,
creating a seamless and stunning effect. Wood details continue through the space, including seven-foot Knotty Alder
doors and custom cabinetry in the kitchenette.
The kitchenette is anchored with a tile backsplash accent wall inspired by old-world brick lays. “The homeowner
wanted to incorporate rustic charm in the kitchen space,
and the tile installer actually came up with this unique tile
pattern that creates an amazing feature wall,” says Rucker.
“This is another great example of the collaborative nature of
this project.”
While the rest of the basement offers bright natural light
and outdoor connections, the cinema room provides a quiet
retreat for movie nights. The homeowners chose a 75-inch TV
and a top-of-the-line sound system, stadium-style seating and
selected plush recliners for a classic movie theatre feel.
Indoor-outdoor flow, rustic charm and cozy retreats —
this basement remodel really does have it all. The Blue
Diamond team has truly set the baseline for all future basement renovations. u
BLUE DIAMOND REMODELING
512-371-1888 | bluediamondremodeling.com
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REMODELER’S ADVICE

PLANNING-HIRING-BUDGETING

FOR A REMODEL

Choosing to start a remodeling project is one of the most daunting decisions facing a homeowner. The process requires extensive
investments in time, patience and money. Whether you are thinking in terms of a traditional remodel like your bathroom and kitchen, or what is rapidly becoming one of the most popular choices,
an outdoor living area, the idea can be intimidating. Fortunately,
your local chapters of the National Association of the Remodeling
Industry (NARI) can help you make sense of all this.
TAKE THE TIME TO PLAN
The most important thing you can do is also the most inexpensive — research. If you take the time to look for ideas, sketch out a
plan and ask questions, you can gain a little control in what might
seem a chaotic time. Product reviews, YouTube videos and social
media can provide information and inspiration. You will never be
able to plan for everything, but being informed can help you get the
most out of your project.
HIRE WITH CONFIDENCE
The right contractor can make or break a remodeling project. One
of the best ways to gain some peace of mind is to see if a contractor
is a member of NARI. The members of NARI are knowledgeable,

credible and agree to abide by NARI’s strict
code of ethics. It can be difficult to select a
contractor with no background information
or idea of their quality of work, but you can
at least start from a good spot if you choose
a NARI member. You should never be afraid
to ask a contractor for referrals or pictures of
their work — you deserve to hire people that
care as much about your project as you do.

ANDY DOBBINS

TIMBERTOWN AUSTIN

BEWARE THE BUDGET
The budget is usually the least favorite part of
a remodel. It can be hard to figure out how much
everything is going to cost and recent material shortages make planning even more difficult. It’s wise to build in a buffer of 10-20 percent
that can help when unexpected issues arise. The research you do at
the beginning of the process can end up saving your budget at the end.
To hire a NARI member for your next remodel project, visit austinnari.org or remodelsanantonio.org. u
This guest column is courtesy of Andy Dobbins, Commerical
Sales Manager at TimberTown Austin. TimberTown is a
Specialty Lumber Yard that specializes in quality building
materials and is a proud NARI member.
Sponsored by Bes Builder.

Design Build

& Home Renovations

NARI COTY 2021
REGIONAL WINNER:
Residential Exterior $50,000 to $100,000

NARI COTY 2021
REGIONAL WINNER:
Residential Bath : Under $25,000

www.BesBuilder.com
512.351.0258
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SPOTLIGHT
Claire Zinnecker and
Clay Imports Launch
Horizon Tile Series
Austin Interior Designer Claire Zinnecker has partnered with Clay Imports to
design the Horizon Tile Series, a catalogue
of clay tiles inspired by her love for the desserts, canyons and sunsets of the American
Southwest and Mexico. She is intrigued
by natural colors of clay and wanted to
honor architectural aspects of Mexico. The
customizable line is produced in the city of
Saltillo and built with local clay products.
The Horizon Tile Series includes nine clay
tile body options and nine glaze finish colors, and is suitable for a variety of indoor
and outdoor applications, such as floors,
backsplashes or patio designs. clairezinneckerdesign.com, clayimports.com

Curtains Up!
Live Theatre is Back!
The acclaimed production of
Lerner & Loewe’s My Fair Lady
relaunches the Majestic Theatre
2021-2022 Broadway in San Antonio
season with performances beginning September 21 and running
through August 22, 2022 with a
total of 10 shows. Season highlights
include Hamilton, Jesus Christ
Superstar and Rent. In Austin, the
Bass Concert Hall spotlights seven
musicals in a series beginning with
Rain – A Tribute to the Beatles on
November 14 and closing with Mean
Girls on August 7, 2022.
sanantonio.broadway.com/shows,
bassconcerthallaustin.org

BRIAN DILLARD ARCHITECTURE,
TOBIN DAVIES PHOTOGRAPHY

AIA Austin’s 35th Annual
Homes Tour, Oct. 15-18
The tour will be both virtual and in-person
with an online experience and a Saturday
with in-person houses to tour. Ticketholders
can view photographs for each house,
self-guided 3D virtual walk throughs,
discussion sessions with each architect
and more. Architects include Brian Dillard
Architecture, Clark Richardson
Architecture, Furman + Keil Architects,
Hugh Jefferson Randolph Architects,
Lake|Flato Architects, LaRue Architecture,
Matt Fajkus Architecture, North Arrow
Studio and Webber + Studio, Architects.
Title sponsor: Dalgleish Construction
Company. aiaaustinhomestour.com

Art | Framing | Entertainment

“BALLANDA ANIMALS IN THE DREAMTIME”
BY TEXAS ARTIST MONICA PURYEAR,
OIL ON CANVAS, 41 X 49

Tiemann Art Gallery in Round Rock specializes in custom framing and original art
that highlights Central Texas artists. The gallery provides the perfect backdrop for artist
receptions on the first Saturday of every month from 5:00 to 7:00pm with live music
and refreshments — free and open to the public, literary discussions and art workshops.
It is also the home of Classical Sound, ticketed concerts by celebrity musicians playing
to a small audience at the gallery. Current
exhibits include Gaylon F. Stagner, Richard
Kirk, Monica Puryear, Sonia Borgialli and
Laura Sturtz. Follow the gallery’s events and
artists at tagroundrock.com.

Saturday, September 4: Laura Sturtz: Color! - Artist opening reception featuring
colorful abstract free-standing and wall sculptures.
Saturday, September 18: Gaylon Stagner: Pencil Drawings – Artist closing reception.
Sunday, October 10: Classical Sound concert, 4:00 to 6:00pm, doors open at 3:00pm,
tickets available through Eventbrite.
Saturday, October 23: Monica Puryear: Visions of Nature – Artist closing reception.
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“FRAGMENTS” BY TEXAS ARTIST
LAURA STURTZ

design

SPOTLIGHT

PHOTOS COURTESY OF RYAN DAVIS AND JEN RACHID

CG&S Design-Build Provides a Safe School
Environment During Pandemic
For eight months during the pandemic, CG&S DesignBuild offered a safe and convenient schooling option for
employees as a result of the unprecedented challenges that
occurred during the 2020-2021 school year. They created
a Learning Pod, a portable building placed on the CG&S
company property that was outfitted with WIFI, desks and
classroom decorations for eight children of their employees. Parents provided tables and school supplies for each of
their children and donated other items like a microwave,
futon and toys. The learning coaches brought in bulletin
boards and supplemental learning items for each grade
level, and assisted in schoolwork, including art and music.
They even took classroom pictures!

“Essentially, this Learning Pod allowed us, parents, to
go back to work. When the schools shut down in March of
2020, it was a challenge to work full time and homeschool
our children. Our productivity suffered and we knew it was
going to get even more challenging when the new school
year started in the fall with a full school day. Having the
Learning Pod onsite let us get back to a full schedule without the worry and anxiety of our kid’s safety and schooling.
Additionally, the kids were pretty isolated when the world
shut down and having the opportunity for them to be in a
small, safe social setting helped their overall morale and
mental state. Socializing is so important for kids, so we
were extremely grateful to have this opportunity,”
says Iris Davis-Quick, CG&S Design-Build Marketing
Manager. cgsdb.com
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INTERIOR DESIGN

Austin NARI
www.austinnari.org
512-375-2601

Bella Villa Design
www.bellavillads.com
512-443-3200

NARI San Antonio
www.remodelsanantonio.org
210-826-7200

Catrina’s Interiors
www.catrinasinteriors.com
830-331-9010

BUILDING SUPPLIES

Haven Design & Construction
www.havendesignandconstructio.com
210-996-9494

TimberTown Austin
www.timbertown.com
512-528-8112

JEI Design, Inc.
www.jeidesign.com
512-330-9179

Toor Stone Countertops
www.toorcountertops.com
512-698-1380

KITCHEN & BATH
CUSTOM CLOSETS

Expressions Home Gallery
www.expressionshomegallery.com
Austin: 512-454-4526
San Antonio: 210-349-7878

Container Store
www.containerstore.com
Austin: 512-349-0555
San Antonio: 210-341-7848

Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery
www.fergusonshowrooms.com
Austin: 512-445-5140, 512-382-2032
San Antonio: 210-344-3013

FINE ART
Tiemann Art Gallery
www.tagroundrock.com
512-551-9774

LIGHTING
FLOORING

Lights Fantastic
www.lightsfantastic.com
512-452-9511

The Tile Shop
www.tileshop.com

HOME REMODELING

OUTDOOR LIVING

Bes Builder
www.besbuilder.com
512-351-0258

Summer Classics
www.summerclassicshome.com
Austin: Coming Soon!
San Antonio: 210-223-4610

Boerne Kitchens and Baths
www.boernekitchensandbaths.com
830-446-1506

WINDOW COVERINGS & AWNINGS
Austintatious Blinds and Shutters
www.austintatiousblinds.com
512-608-0302

Haven Design & Construction
www.havendesignandconstructio.com
210-996-9494

HomeDesignDecorMag.com
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LOCAL SERVICE. EXPERT DESIGN.

Pirouette® with PowerView® Motorization
The PowerView® App and additional equipment
required for programmed operation.

12918 Shops Parkway, Suite 700
Bee Caves, TX 78738 | 512.608.0302
austintatiousblinds.com

